INTRODUCING OUR NEWEST PROGRAM

Meet Benji, one of a pair of Service Dogs supporting the mental health of fire fighters and burn victims as part of our new Operational Stress Intervention Dog program.
MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO

CEO: William S. Thornton, GDMI

Having just completed our 25th Jubilee year, I am very excited about the next 25 years starting with a big bang. We have just finalized a recruitment campaign to take on four new apprentice instructors. This major investment in the Training Department will serve us well and significantly increase the number of individuals that we will be able to help in the near and long term.

Despite COVID, we graduated 31 new working teams in 2021, a record year for the organization. Congratulations and thanks to the puppy raisers, adult dog boarders and our professional Instructors. With good fortune, in 2022, we will exceed our numbers from 2021.

I’m proud to announce that BC & Alberta Guide Dogs will host the International Guide Dog Federation’s biannual professional conference. We are looking forward to welcoming our global colleagues from 34 countries in April 2023.

It is my pleasure to mention that in August, we will proudly be hosting the 25th Annual London Drugs, Howie Meeker Memorial Golf for Guide Dogs, to be held at Mayfair Lakes Golf & Country Club. I look forward to welcoming our Patron, Mrs. Leah Meeker, and our long-term golfing supporters.

Thank you all for being there for our first 25 years. We collectively change lives and build stronger, healthier communities across BC and Alberta with your generous support. These achievements would not be possible without your exceptional gifts of volunteer time and the charitable financial support of all our donors.

I trust that you remain proud of the achievements of BC & Alberta Guide Dogs.

MONICA WITH GUIDE DOG HARLEY

Team Sponsor: The Provincial Employees Community Services Fund

I have a new love in my life... A sweet yellow lab with eyes of gold and a heart of gold to match!

Harley is a bundle of love and energy and is so happy to work. It’s nice to have the freedom to go out for walks on my own again. With the unexpected loss of our sweet boy Ashlar, it was a very sad and lonely household over Christmas, but Harley has brought back joy and energy. I have been blessed four times over with wonderful dogs from BC & Alberta Guide Dogs, and I am finding all of the best qualities of the past three, rolled up in Harley.

Thank you so much to Joel. It was a pleasure training with you. We appreciated your patience and your gentle encouragement. Thank you so much to the puppy raisers, who do the bulk of the work, house training and socializing these pups.

Also, many thanks to the trainers who teach our dogs to be confident and able working guides. At home Harley’s favorite pastime is playing with his Jolly Egg, or, relaxing with his chewy bones. He loves to give and receive hugs and snuggles.

Thank you again to Bill, Linda, Joel and all of the staff and volunteers. God bless you all! Harley and I are a Guide Dog team on the go, thanks to your dedication.

LOVE AND HUGS FROM MONICA AND HARLEY!
ABOUT Operational Stress Intervention Dogs (OSID):

OSI Dogs are professionally trained by VICD's Service Dog Instructors and placed with designated handlers. These handlers undergo training to learn the tasks that the dogs can perform, and also how those tasks can be specifically used within their operational work environment.

After placement, handlers receive ongoing support from the VICD Client Services team, which includes mental health professionals.

Each dog is able to perceive environmental and interpersonal cues of stress and anxiety in the location they serve, and intervene with a variety of tasks. Some examples of these tasks include emotional down regulation, de-briefing support, retrieval and interactive activities, and alert to agitation.

The dogs are also trained with custom tasks catered to their placement. VICD Service Dogs is accredited by Assistance Dogs International (ADI) and meets the standards of excellence in all areas of training.

Although the OSI Dogs do not require public access, they meet ADI training standards and are ambassadors for the program and centres they serve.

ABOUT Benji - OSI Dog with the BC Professional Fire Fighters' Burn Fund

Benji’s placement with the BC Professional Fire Fighters' Burn Fund enhances survivor support services by assisting burn survivors with therapeutic healing and stress-related-symptoms, such as Post Traumatic Stress. Peter Hansen, Home Away Manager of the Burn Fund Centre and his wife Roxanne Gresham, registered clinical counsellor, MA, RCC, are Benji’s handlers.

They have been trained to use Benji in assisting the burn survivor community by performing specifically-trained tasks to help support and alleviate stress for those in need.

Benji will attend the following Burn Fund programs with his handlers: Home Away Program, Burn Camp, Little Lionhearts Family Camp, and the THRIVE Winter Retreat.

ABOUT Ferus - OSI Dog with BC Professional Fire Fighters’ Association

Ferus is placed with the BC Professional Fire Fighters’ Association Mental Health Task Force who assist the Critical Incident Stress Management Team.

Ferus attends defusings with his handler, who has been trained to engage Ferus in a supporting role at these sessions. Ferus has been purpose-bred, raised, and trained to perform pressure and tactile assistance tasks to help facilitate fire fighters in emotional down-regulation after a traumatic event has occurred on a call.

FAQ WITH VICD SERVICE DOGS:

How does a OSI Dog differ from an OSI-PTSD Service Dog?

An Operational Stress Intervention Dog (OSID) is trained to work with a handler of an organization to support the wellness of its service members.

An Operational Stress Injury Dog (OSI–PTSD) works exclusively with an individual to help mitigate their injuries and empower Veterans and First Responders with the tools to reclaim their place in the community and rebuild their lives.

Home Away Resident - Alayne Squaire

At a time when my world was turned upside down and I wasn’t doing very well, Benji came along.

When I knelt down to pet him for the first time I felt an instant connection and in that moment I felt like I could breathe. Benji continued to visit me over the next seven months; sometimes we would walk together, other times we would just sit together with his head always right next to me.

He helped me feel less anxious about all the uncertainties we were facing and after each visit I always felt lighter.

We are finally on our way home and while I am excited about that, I sure will miss my friend.
**MASSON WITH AUTISM SERVICE DOG JACE**

**Team Sponsor: The Schmelke Family Charitable Foundation and 2020 Kitz4Kids**

How can I find the words to express how much Jace has changed our lives? This experience has been even more impactful than anticipated, both for Mason and the entire family.

Mason is an amazing little boy, but struggles with sleep, emotional regulation, boundaries and is also a runner. One of the greatest fears a parent could have is their child getting hurt, and Mason would just run and run and never look back.

It’s a very different experience with Jace. Mason finally sleeps because Jace is there with him. If Mason does get up, Jace is right there on watch. When you have a child with autism, there is a continual fight for everything - something as simple as opening the front door to go to the park is a battle. Jace makes going for a walk, visiting the grocery store, or any outing a little bit easier and more fun.

Jace is the well-earned “employee of the month” in our house (every month) and has become an integral part of our family. We never really lived our best lives before him, and I can assure you we are now!

“This is the well-earned ‘employee of the month’ in our house (every month) and has become an integral part of our family. We never really lived our best lives before him, and I can assure you we are now!”

**A COMMUNITY OF CARING**

Brood Bitch Caregiver and Whelper: Mark
Stud Dog Caregivers: Chris & Brook
Puppy Raiser: Donna
Puppy Supervisor: Sandra
Instructor: Danielle
Boarders: Sage

**RunGo Dash for Dogs Delivers**

Thank you to everyone who took part in the 8th annual RunGo Dash for Dogs in Vancouver on Feb. 27.

More than 200 people, along with their dogs, helped raise $23,837.45 to support BC & Alberta Guide Dogs.

A special thank you to organizer Craig Slagel and his team at RunGo for hosting this amazing event.

**SPECIAL THANKS**

- Island Savings $19,643
- Raymond James Canada Foundation $5,000
- Fraserway RV Delta $5,000
- Kitz4Kids $30,575

The 14th Annual Kitz4Kids returned as a virtual fundraiser to raise an amazing $30,575!

Kitz4Kids would like to acknowledge the Schmelke Family Charitable Foundation for their instrumental $20,000 donation.

**Productive Partnerships**

Our stud dogs have been busy!

As part of our breeding partnership with PADS, we would like to welcome Becky (Felix & Nala) and Holly (Finn & Izzie) to our training program.
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Thank You to our Founding Patrons and Donors:

PATRON
Leah Meeker

FOUNDING PATRONS
William & Linda Thornton (co-founders)
Allard Foundation
Diamond Foundation
Dr. Hugo Sutton, MD, FRCSC
Dorothy & Rondy Dike
Eldon & Anne Foote Fund at Edmonton Community Foundation
Gordon & Suzanne Thornton
Irene Lyttle
Janet Li
John Hardie Mitchell family foundation
Leah & Howie Meeker, CM
Nestlé Purina Pet Care
Novartis Animal Health Canada
Percy & Bette Adlington
Robin & Kathryn Thornton
The Arthur J.E. Child Foundation
The Calgary Foundation
The Fisher Foundation
The Nemetz Foundation
The Robert Teget Trust Foundation
Vancouver Foundation
Victor & Anna Kern Foundation
Victoria Foundation
Wild Rose Foundation
Qualicum Pet Food & Grooming
RC Pet Products
REALTORS® Community Foundation
Rotary Club of Ladner
Rotary Club of Tsawwassen
Susan & Victor MacKenzie
The Independent Contractors & Businesses Association of BC
Western Communities Dog Obedience Club

FOUNDING DONORS
David & Susan Baker
Edmonton Public Teachers (Local No.37, Alberta Teachers’ Association)
Greater Victoria Dog Obedience Training Club
Husky Energy
Leanne Palylyk Children’s Foundation

ASD FOUNDING PATRONS
BC Guide Dog Services
Diamond Foundation
Grand Chapter of Alberta — Order of the Eastern Star
Grand Chapter of British Columbia & Yukon — Order of the Eastern Star
The Allen & Loreen Vandekerkhove Family Foundation
Variety — The Children’s Charity

VICD FOUNDING PARTNERS
Mike Annan (co-founder)
Barb Ashmead (co-founder)
Deborah Maddocks (co-founder)
Barbara McLaughlin
BC Guide Dog Services
BC/Yukon Command of the Royal Canadian Legion Foundation
Boomer’s Legacy
Candy Ashbridge
Dr. Graeme Linton
Maria Yerema
Mary Jane Alyward
Stefanie White
Wounded Warriors Canada

Special Thanks to:

Big Steel Box Victoria
Chase River Veterinary Hospital
Crestwood Veterinary Centre
Elanco Veterinary Canada
Fish Creek 24 Hour Pet Hospital
Dr. Charlotte Keller, DVM, DACVO, DECVS

Dr. Graham T. Lewis, DVM, DACVO
McKenzie Veterinary Services
M-pressions Sportswear Limited
Nestlé Purina Petcare Inc.
Qualicum Beach Veterinary Hospital
The Devon Legion, Branch No. 247
Sue Paege

Scottsdale Veterinary Hospital
Dr. Brian Skorobohach, DVM, DACVO
Vancouver Graphics Group
VetCor Canine Reproductions
Westjet
Zoetis Animal Health
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